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1.0 INTRODUCTION/SUMMARY

In its report. "TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Status Report and Short-
Term Recommendations" (NUREG-0578), the NRC Regulatory staff does not
explicity address any implications of the TMI-2 accident with respect to
seismic design. However, during its 232nd general meeting, the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) indicated its interest in this
subject in relation to the licensing of Diablo Canyon. Some specific
ACRS concerns have been expressed in its letter of September 14, 1979.
In this report, PG&E has responded to the ACRS concerns and addressed
the overall issue'f seismic design implications of the TMI-2 accident.

Section 2.0 includes PGGE's response to the 13 ACRS agenda items.

Section 3.0 of this document assesses the significance of the seismic
qualification of the potentially mitigating systems used during each phase
of the accident which effectively began at T=O with a trip of the main
feedwater pumps:

Phase 1: Loss of Feedwater T=O to T=60 sec.
Phase 2: Small LOCA

Phase 3: Fuel Damage

Phase 4: Long-Term Recovery

T=60 sec to T=2 hrs/21 min.
T=2 hr/21 min. to T=16 hrs.
T=16 hours and onward

For each phase, this evaluation identifies the equipment utilized during
the TMI-2 accident, describes the equivalent equipment available to provide
the same function at Diablo Canyon, and assesses this equipment in terms of
its seismic design.

The evaluation included in Section 3.0 concludes that a seismic event would
not significantly contribute to the likelihood of any of the above phase's
occurrence or increase its severity. In addition, although each phase
could be mitigated without reliance on offsite power, this evaluation also
concludes that the availability of offsite power, following an accident,
is probably no more jeopardized by a seismic event than by any other
natural phenomenon affecting sites of low seismicity.
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2 0 UESTIONS FROM THE AD HOC ACRS SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE TMI-2 ACCIDENT

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE OCTOBER 3, 1979 MEETING

The subsequent paragraphs of this section include PGandE's response
to each of the 13 questions from the Ad Hoc ACRS Subcommittee on

TMI-2 Accident Implications for the October 3, 1979 meeting.
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2.1 SEISMIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

What if an thin does the NRC Staff think ma warrant a s ecial look

because of seismic considerations?

The seismic design of Diablo Canyon has received an extraordinary

amount of attention during the review "of PGandE's operating license

application. The Regulatory staff's review was unprecedented in its
thoroughness, the ACRS devoted a great deal of time to this subject,

and 32 days of public hearing before an ASLB were concerned solely

with the subject of seismic safety at Diablo Canyon. Prior to the

TMI-2 accident, both the Regulatory staff and the ACRS concluded

that the Diablo Canyon design provided protection for the public
health and safety adequate to support, issuance of
It is PGandE's position that the only areas where

an operating license.
it is necessary to further

review the Diablo Canyon seismic design are those specifically identified
in the NUREG-0578 short-term recommendations.

The NUREG-0578 document does not, in general, directly address seismic

design. The term "safety grade" is used in connection with some of the
NUREG-0578 recommendations. It is PGandE's interpretation that any

items required to be safety grade generically for all plants should also
incorporate Seismic Category 1 requirements.

When seeking to apply Seismic Category I requirements to the TMI-2

Lessons Learned, there are levels of priority that the Staff has not
addressed. First priority items are those which serve to reduce the
possibility of occurrence of an accident similar to that at TM1-2.

These first priority items include operator training, PORV position
indication, and auxiliary feedwater system improvements. Second

priority items are those which, given an accident similar to that at
TMI-2, better mitigate accident consequences or facilitate post-accident
recovery. These second priority items include emergency planning,
off-site communications, and technical support. These items are of
second priority because they are only necessary if an accident is
assumed to have occurred.
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2.1 SEISMIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS (Cont'd)

Finally, third priority items are those which might be desirable but
which would have no direct effect on the probability of an accident,
accident releases, and the resultant risk to public health and safety.

Prior to the issurance of the recommendations in NUREG-0578, PGandE

developed its own plan for identifying and incorporating these three
priority-level "lessons learned" into its plans, procedures and designs.

This plan was augmented to cover commitments made by PGandE in respond-

ing to NUREG-0578. Modifications to the plant design, improvements

to operating and emergency procedures, development of a corporate
response plant, and other actions based on the lessons learned at
TMI-2 have already been initiated.

In response to the ACRS's concern that there may be other seismic

design implications of the TMI-2 accident, PGandE has also utilized
the oper'ational and radiological event sequences included in NUREG-0600

to review the systems playing a role in the TMI-2 accident. This
phase-by-phase review, included in Section 3.0 of this report, was

performed to identify any areas where Diablo Canyon's seismic environment

would have

1) contributed to the accident's initiation probability,
2) contributed to its severity,
3) increased the potential for fuel damage and/or
4) hampered long-term recovery.

Other than items discussed by PGandE in this and previous reports to
the NRC, the TMI-2 accident has no seismic design implications to
Diablo Canyon.
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2. 2 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Has the staff and applicant looked at procedures for a severe

earthquake'? How is a decision reached regarding its adequacy?

Diablo Canyon has "in-place" an emergency procedure for an earth-
quake (Emergency Procedure M-4). The procedure has been prepared,
reviewed, and approved in accordance with plant Administrative
Procedures. Operating personnel have been trained in its use.

The emergency procedure for an earthquake establishes four earth-
quake classifications, based on maximum accelerations measured on

the containment base slab.

Maximum Acceleration ( 's)
Less than 0.01

0.01 to 0.1
0.1 to 0.2

Greater than 0.2

Classification
Unmeasured

Minor

Moderate

Major

For each earthquake classification, the emergency procedure lists
symptoms and expected automatic actions and provides requirements for
immediate and subsequent operator action and for subsequent Power

Production Engineer action.

Included in the procedure are requirements for notification of plant
personnel and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Also provided hre

instructions concerning seismic instrumentation, collection of seismic

data, criteria, forms, and check lists for post-earthquake inspection
and evaluation. Drawings are included as an attachment to the procedure
which identify post-earthquake inspection areas.

PG&E believes this emergency procedure is adequate to assure that
necessary actions are taken in the event of an earthquake. Criteria for
use in determining the steps to be taken before the plant can be re-

turned to power following an earthquake more severe than the Design Basis

Earthquake (Operating Basis Earthquake) would be based on an evaluation of
the seismic data and post-earthquake inspections and would be established

in conjunction with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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2.3 OPERATOR TRAINING

What anomalies in s stem behavior durin an earth uake should o erators
be trained to handle? An exam le would be the failure of non-seismicall
'glified e ui ment.

Operators at Diablo Canyon are trained to follow plant operating procedures
and emergency operating procedures which cover a broad range of operating
conditions, transients, and accidents, including anomalies in system behavior
and situations involving equipment failures. These equipment failures can
occur for a number of reasons, including a seismic event. It is neither
practical nor necessary to identify equipment failures or anomalies in system
behavior as being caused specifically by a seismic event.

For example, an earthquake may include an equipment failure in the condensate
system which could cause a loss of feedwater flow. The operators are trained
to follow the emergency operating procedure for loss of feedwater flow which
provides the operator with a list of symptoms and automatic actions and with
immediate and subsequent operator actions. These operator actions take into
consideration possible equipment failures by specifying operator actions to
compensate for such failures. For instance, in the event of a loss of feed-
water flow, auxiliary feedwater should have been automatically initiated. The
operator verifies this by looking at valve position indication, flow indication,
and pump instrumentation. If the auxiliary feedwater pumps have not been auto-
matically started, the operator starts the pumps manually. The procedure leads
the operator through a series of steps that assume that failures can occur.
It is not necessary that these failures be explicitly identified as seismic
failures.
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2.4 NON-SEISMIC CATEGORY I PIPING

What are the assum tions concernin failure of non-seismic Class I
i in ? To what extent can the failure of such i in be tolerated'

Is the desi n based on a sin le (failure) criterion?

Piping systems at Diablo Canyon which are important to safety are designated
Design Class I (equivalent to the current Category I classification), and
are designed to remain functional for the Safe Shutdown Earthquake. Design
Class I piping systems are those necessary to:

1) Maintain the integrity of the reactor coolant system pressure
boundary,

2) Safely shut down the reactor, or

3) Mitigate the consequences of accidents having offsite
dose consequences comparable to the guidelines in 10 CFR 100.

By definition, these functions must be maintained without relying on any
non-design Class I piping systems, since these systems are assumed to be
unavailable following a seismic event. The effect of the assumed failure
of such piping systems on Design Class I equipment was considered by
postulating breaks in piping in accordance with criteria set forth by the
Regulatory Staff and assuring that the effects of such breaks (pipe whip,
jet forces, jet impingement, flooding, and environmental effects) would not
adversely affect Design Class I equipment.

With respect to the assumed failure of non-design Class I piping, no single
failure criterion is applicable, since any or all such systems must be assumed
to be unavailable. The criteria employed for postulating breaks in these piping
systems did contain assumptions similar to the single failure criterion, since
simultaneous breaks in more than one pipe were not required to be postulated
unless the effects of a break in one pipe could result in causing a second break.

It is important to note that a number of piping systems not designed to seismic
Class I criteria at other plants have been modified at Diablo Canyon to meet
Design Class I seismic criteria. This was a requirement of the Regulatory staff
in order to assure the capability to @chive gpld 'sf+down fo+owj.ng an earthquake.
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2. 5 RWST RELXABLILTY

Has the applicant examined the reliability of connections to the
Refuelin Water Stora e Tank for the earthquake situation? What

criteria do the connections meet?

The piping connections to the RWST have been analyzed for Hosgri
loads both on the tank itself and on the connecting piping. These

connections, the RWST itself, and the connected piping all meet the
acceptance criteria outlined in the Hosgri Evaluation Report.
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2.6 BORATED WATER SYSTEM PIPE CRACKING

What si nificance is attached (if an ) to recent cases of i e crackinci
in sta nant horated water line as it a lies to ea~rth uakes

t'he

cause of this cracking is currently under 'investigation by a number
of organizations, including the NRC Regulatory staff, reactor vendors,
and the Electric Power Research Institute. When the mechanisms in-
volved are identified, steps can be taken to minimize or eliminate the
problem.

This problem is generic in nature and is not unique to Diablo Canyon.
Diablo Canyon is not yet operating and this phenomena has not been ob-
served there.

The extent to which this pipe cracking could lead to failures when sub-
jected to operating or seismically induced stresses depends on a number
of factors. If it is determined that cracking of this nature could propa-
gate as a result of operating or seismic stresses, it is evident that such
pipe cracking in safety related piping is not acceptable. This is true for
other plants, as well as for Diablo Canyon, since seismic stress is often
only a small fraction of total stress, even at Diablo Canyon and since
stresses induced by normal operation and by transients are far more likely
to contribute to crack propation than an infrequently-experienced seismic
event. The contribution of seismic stress to total stress in Diablo Canyon

piping systems was discussed by PGandE and 0he Regulatory Staff in past
ACRS meetings.

PGandE will follow closely the work being done in this area and will make

any changes or modifications found necessary to assure that this problem
does not adversely affect the safety of Diablo Canyon.
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2.7 INSERVICE INSPECTION

What considerations does the staff believe appropriate for system

de radations such as the recent feedwater nozzle crackin experience,
as it ap lies to inservice inspection pro rams for plants in areas of
hi h seismic activity?

PGGE does not believe that the seismic enviornment makes this problem

a significantly greater concern at Diablo Canyon than for other plants.
Seismic stress is often only a small fraction of total stress'nd stress
induced by normal operation and by transients is far more likely to
contribute to crack propogation than an infrequently experienced seismic

event. We believe this conclusion is valid not only for the feedwater

nozzle cracking experience but for undetected flaws, cracks, and other
types of system degradation, The i;nservice inspection requirements of
Section XI of the ASME Code are designed to detect such problems and

are equally appropriate for plants in low seismic areas and high seismic

areas. Specific problems such as the feedwater nozzle cracking experience

may well make it desirable to perform more frequent inspections, but this
decision should have no dependence on the seismic environment. It should

be noted that PGandE metallurgical engineers who are responsible for
inservice inspection programs at Diablo Canyon are actively involved in
ASME Section XI Code Committe work.

At Diable Canyon, cracking has been experienced in the weld area between

steam generator feedwater nozzles and feedwater piping. The cracking at
Diablo Canyon occurred after the post-weld examination but before ex-

periencing any significant cycling of the piping and nozzles. (Diablo

Canyon is not yet operating — cracks were discovered during and following
hot functional testi;ng). The mechanism of the cracking at Diablo Canyon

was carefully evaluated and the problem is attributable to the procedures

used for preheating and post-weld heat treatment. Extensive non-

destructive inspection was performed on all nozzle welds. In order to
provide maximum assurance that no future cracking will develop, the

affected sections were removed from the pipe nozzle areas and

new spool pieces were welded in, giving close attention to welding
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2.7 INSERVICE INSPECTION (Cont'd)

procedure, preheating, and post«weld heat treatment. Post-weld non-

destructive examination was very thorough and there exists an extremely

high level of confidence that the present condition of the nozzle pipe
,weld area is satisfactory.

PGandE understands that the cracking at other plants apparently developed

after some period of plant operation. The cause of the cracking has

been attributed by some to be a stress-assisted corrosion mechanism but
study of this problem is continuing. Based on the results of these

studies and continuing experience at other plants, the necessity of
performing inservice inspection of the feedwater nozzle area after some

period of operation will be evaluated. Additionally more frequent
inspections than required by the current code will be evaluated. Some

time is available before such a decision is required.
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2.8 SEISMIC DESIGN OF PORV'S, BLOCK VALVES

What are the seismic classes of:

a. PORV

b. Block Valve

c. Equipment related to the operability of these devices

a) The PORV's are Seismic Category I.
b) The block valves are Seismic Category I.
c) The equipment needed to operate them is either presently Seismic

Category I or is being upgraded to Seismic Category I.

2. 8-1





2.9 AUXILIARYFEEDWATER SYSTEM

What are the specific recommendations for the Auxiliary Feedwater
System at Diablo Canyon? (Plant Specific Report)

Although PGEE understands that the Regulatory Staff has not yet completed
a plant specific report for the Diablo Canyon auxiliary feedwater system,
pGQE has evaluated this system, using the best information available with
respect to possible Regulatory Staff recommendations and requirements.
This information includes the short-term recommendations contained in
NUREG-0578 and material presented to the ACRS by the NRC Regulatory Staff.

NUREG-0578 contains two short-term recommendations for PWR auxiliary feed-
water systems. PGGE has addressed these recommendations in detail in its
report to the NRC dated August 27, 1979. The first of the NUREG-0578

recommendations is for automatic initiation of the auxiliary feedwater
system. The existing Diablo Canyon design meets all Regulatory Staff
positions related to this recommendation. The second NUREG-0578 recom-
mendation is for auxiliary feedwater flow indication to steam generators.
Diablo Canyon presently has such flow indication which is being modified
to meet all Regulatory Staff positions.

At various times in the past few months, the Regulatory Staff has discussed
with the ACRS possible longer-term requirements for PWR auxiliary feed-
water systems. Based on material presented by the Regulatory Staff to the
ACRS, that possible longer-term requirements include the following:

l. Provision of an alternate water source for auxiliary feed-
water if a single suction valve is employed between the
primary water source and the auxiliary feedwater pumps.

2. A low-level alarm for the primary water source (condensate
storage tank) .

2.9-1





2.9 AUXILIARYFEEDWATER SYSTEM (Cont'd)

3. Endurance tests for auxiliary feedwater pumps.

4. Confirmation of correct valve position on loss of air or
loss of power.

5. A diverse means of powering at least one auxiliary feed-

water pump, actuated and operable assuming loss of all
AC power.

6. Modification of technical specifications.

7. Plant specific requirements for auxiliary feedwater pump

test criteria, possible modification of valve lineups,
review of common mode electrical failures, and possible
modification of surveillance test procedures.

PGGE has examined the Diablo Canyon auxiliary feedwater system, attempting
to evaluate it against the limited information available concerning

possible longer-term requirements. PGGE has concluded that the system,

as presently installed, meets these requirements. Although the Diablo

Canyon auxiliary feedwater pumps have been operated for long periods of
time during functional testing, an additional endurance test of at least
72-hours duration will be conducted for the auxiliary feedwater pumps if
required by the Regulatory staff. A determination of whether modifications
are required for auxiliary feedwater pump test criteria, valve lineups, and

surveillance test procedures must await the results of the staff evaluation.
PG&E will take whatever steps are necessary to meet future staff requirements.
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2.10 CONTROL ROOM SEISMIC EFFECTS

Are there seismic effects in the control room which re uire attention?
Has s ecial consideration been iven to structures, e ui ment, and

instrumentation in the control room for an earth uake situation?

Has the ceiling been anal zed?

Will li htin be ade uate?

Will li htin fixtures remain in lace?

The control room at Diablo Canyon is located in a Category I structure.
Explicit provisions have been made for its continued use following a

seismic event. Safely-related equipment in the control room meets

Category I seismic requirements. This equipment includes the control
room ventilation and air conditioning systems, the main control boards,

the operator's consoles, and all safely-related instrumentation and

controls. Control room equipment, fixtures and accessories which are

not safely related have been designed to preclude damage to safety-
related equipment and injury to or interference with operators as a

result of a seismic event. A study was made of the human factors
involved in control room operations during and following a seismic
event. As a result of this study, some modifications were made to
methods of operation and some hardware changes were made to make certain
that, in the event of an earthquake, operators would not'e adversely
affected by furniture, bookshelves, and other control room accessories.
This study also resulted in the installation of "grab-rails" to provide
operators with the capability for support during an earthquake while
minimizing the possibility of inadvertent actuation of panel mounted

controls.

The luminous ceiling in the control room consists of a steel framing

grid restrained by the control room's walls and roof. The grid supports

the lighting fixtures, with their fluorescent tubes, and the plastic
light diffuser ceiling panels.

The steel framing grid has been analytically qualified for the seismic

inputs associated with the Hosgri seismic event. The analysis shows

2.10-1
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2.10 CONTROL ROOM SEISMIC EFFECTS (Cont'd)

that the grid will remain in place and continue to support the lighting
fixtures and ceiling panels.

The plastic light diffusing ceiling panels are 2 ft. by 4 ft. in size
and are made of 15 mil thick vinyl sheet material. They are the
double panel type made of two vinyl sheets with about an inch space
between them for better light diffusion. It is extremely unlikely
that they could cause damage or injury if they fell. However, to
prevent the panels falling from the grid, "hold-down" clips have been
added to the panels.

Each fluorescent tube is 4 ft. long and has double mounting pins on each
end of the tube. The tube is mounted to fixture sockets that require the
two pins on each end to be channeled into a slot on the sockets and then
rotated ninety degrees. The rotation prevents the tube from dropping
out of the fixture without first being "back" rotated, making it unlikely
that a lamp would drop out of a fixture.

Usually, a properly mounted fluorescent tube would not drop out unless
it had first been broken in two so that the mounting pins could pull
back out of the socket slot. The tubes would not drop out under other
circumstances unless the lighting fixture became deformed. This is
not possible as long as the steel framing grid remains in place. If a

tube or parts of a tube should drop out, it would be retained by the
plastic diffuser ceiling panels below the lighting fixture and would
not fall to the floor. Tests have been conducted simulating fluorescent
tubes dropping out of the lighting fixtures and onto the plastic diffuser
ceiling panels. These tests have shown that the panels will remain
intact and retain the fluorescent tubes, preventing any damage to control
room equipment or injury to operators.

As stated above, it is not expected that. fluorescent tubes would fall
out of the lighting fixtures. However, even if one half of all the
lamps dropped, there would still be about 70 ft. candles of light in
the room. (Only 3 ft. candles is required by IES Handbook for emergency

lighting in control rooms.)

2.10-2





2.10 CONTROL ROOM SEISMIC EFFECTS (Cont'd)

Lighting in the control room is provided by four independent means.

These are 1) normal ac lighting, 2) emergency ac lighting, 3) emergency

dc lighting powered by the station batteries and 4) seismically qualified
8 hour battery pack operated sealed beam lights.

If normal ac power is lost as the result of a seismic event, the normal

ac lighting would be lost. The emergency dc lighting and battery pack

lighting would immediately come on. The emergency dc lighting consists
of seven 200 watt incandescent fixtures. When the on-site emergency

diesel-generators come up to speed (10 seconds), emergency ac lighting
will replace the dc lighting. Eighteen single tube 40 watt fluorescent
fixtures are powered by the emergency ac.

The 8 hour battery pack operated sealed beam lights are designed to
provide a minimum lighting level in the event a fire causes loss of
all other lighting power. They have been seismically qualified by

shake table test.

In summary, assurance has been provided that the control room lighting
and luminous ceiling will not adversely affect the safe operation of
the plant in the event of an earthquake. Adequate lighting levels will
be maintained under all circumstances.
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2.11 CONTROL BOOM INSTRUMENTATION DISPLAYS

What is the status of control room instrumentation dis lays, how rapid
is the lant rocess com uter (dela between rinting and real time) .

What effect would an earth uake haveV

All required control room instrumentation displays are Seismic Category I.

The plant process computer would probably fall behind the course of the
accident as it did at TMI-2. The rotating memory would probably be

destroyed during a severe earthquake, but all of the information needed
to safely shut the plant down is displayed on seismically qualified devices
on the main control board.

The subject of instrumentation needed to bring the plant to a safe shutdown
was very thoroughly covered in our Hosgri analysis and is discussed in the
Hosgri Evaluation Report. No credit for the computer has been taken in that
analysis.





2.12 OFF-SITE/ON-SITE POWER SYSTEM RELIABILITY

How com rehensive are tests for electrical transients durin an earth uake

and effect on e ui ment? Reliabilit of both offsite and onsite wer.

The electrical transients generated from an earthquake are no different
than transients resulting from other causes. The combined potential for
forced outages due to all natural phenomena, including tornadoes, electrical
storms, floods, fires, ice, snow, and earthquakes probably does not vary

, considerably from plant to plant. In fact, the combined forced outage
potential may be lower at Diablo Canyon because of the low combined probabi-
lity of all severe natural phenomena including earthquakes.

The equipment would not be affected by electrical transients resulting from
earthquakes any more than by other electrical transients. All equipment has
been adequately rated to perform any intended function under fault conditions.

Protective equipment such as relays are periodically tested to verify proper
operation. Company standards are established for such testing and have been
utilized for many years throughout the PGandE system.

Equipment within the plant which is required to initiate bus transfers, diesel
starts and bus loading is tested in accordance with the Technical Specifications.
Such testing is designed to improve the reliability of offsite power and demon-
strate the reliability of the onsite emergency power system.
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2. 13 TECHNICAL SUPPORT CAPABILITIES

Staff conclusion re ardin technical su ort ca abilities for Diablo

~Can on.

PGandE has responded to the NRC Staff letter dated June 29, 1979 with the
data requested in Section II.A of the enclosure to the letter titled,
"Information Required to Review Corporate Capabilities". This initial
response included the on-site technical resources available at both Diablo
Canyon and Humboldt Bay and was submitted on July 30, 1979. The use of
off-site management and technical resources during an unusual event like
the TMI-2 accident has been provided for in the Diablo Canyon and Humboldt

Bay Site Emergency Plans, but these supplemental roles have not yet been

formalized at the corporate level.

On July 5, 1979, PGandE submitted to the NRC Staff a document titled "Report

to Nuclear Regulatory Commission from Pacific Gas and Electric Company

Describing Response Programs Following the Accident at Three Mile Island".

Section III.B of this report includes a commitment to complete a Corporate

Emergency Response Plan prior to power operation at Diablo Canyon. The infor-
mation requested in Sections I and II.B of the enclosure to the June 29, 1979,

letter will be developed as part of the Corporate Emergency Response Plan and

will be transmitted to the NRC Staff as soon as it is completed.
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3. 0 SYSTEM AVAILABILITYEVALUATION

Seismic Im act on Accident Initiation

Most of the components of the Diablo Canyon condensate and feedwater

systems are located in the turbine building. This building meets

Category I seismic requirements. The kind of seismic structural
failure that might lead to a loss of main feedwater should be less
of a concern at Diablo Canyon than at a plant where this equipment is
located in a non-seismically qualified building. Over the life of
the plant, the seismic contribution to loss of main feedwater initiated
transients is certainly negligible in terms of all the other possible
contributors; however, certainly a number of instances of loss of main

feedwater will occur. The seismic contribution to these instances

will be insignificant. From the standpoint of the initiating event,

Diablo Canyon is not significantly different from other plants. The

probability that the initiating loss of feedwater event would take

place is no greater.

Seismic Im act on Accident Se uence

Phase I of the TMI-2 accident sequence is no more likely at Diablo

Canyon than at any plant located in an area of low seismicity.

As discussed in subsequent paragraphs of this section, Diablo Canyon's

relatively high site seismicity does not increase the potential for en-

countering any other phase of the TMI-2 accident sequence, nor does it
decrease the plant 's ability to respond to any of these phases.

In addition, although not subsequently discussed, the Diablo Canyon

reactor would be tripped immediately following any earthquake subjecting

the containment base slab to an acceleration higher than approximately

.35g. This anticipatory trip helps to ensure that the reactor would be

safely shut down before any non-Seismic Category I equipment failures

could have even an indirect impact on reactor core heat removal.
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3. 1 PHASE I — LOSS OF FEEDWATER

Assume an event initiates a transient, that begins like TNI,
with a loss of main feedwater.

Auxiliar Feedwater S stem

This requires that auxiliary feedwater be initiated and available.

At Diablo Canyon, all components of the auxiliary feedwater system

that are necessary for its initiation and operation are seismically

qualified for the postulated Hosgri event. This includes all the

auxiliary supporting systems for the auxiliary feedwater system

including power supply, control, and monitoring.

Water Su 1

As a part of the review of the plant for the Hosgri earthquake, PGandE

has met a requirement which provides a significantly greater amount

of auxiliary feedwater than exists at other plants. The primary

supply of auxiliary feedwater is the condensate storage tank which is
a Seismic Category I tank. The water stored in the Seismic Category I
firewater tank is also available. The minimum volume of water in the
condensate storage tank is 170,000 gallons. The normal volume is at
least 300,000 gallons. The firewater tank's minimum volume is 300,000

gallons.

In addition to the seismically qualified supply to the auxiliary
feedwater system that provides between 32 — 40 hours of hot shutdown

capacity, at least 2 million gallons is maintained in a raw water

storage reservoir. It is PGandE's position that this reservoir would

be available to supply a source of auxiliary feedwater following any

postulated seismic event up to and including the Hosgri. The reservoir
will provide 8 to 10 days of supply for the auxiliary feedwater system.

This is significantly greater storage of auxiliary feedwater than is
provided at most other plants. With respect to the water supply for
the auxiliary feedwater system at Diablo Canyon, any problems due to
high site seismicity are compensated for by the fact that a

significantly greater amount of water is available for auxiliary feedwater
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3.1 PHASE I — LOSS OF FEEDWATER (Cont'd)

than at other plants. The water supply for auxiliary feedwater is
discussed in the attached Pages 5-5, 5-6, and 5-6B of the Hosgri
report.

For a loss of feedwater accident, the auxiliary feedwater system at
Diablo Canyon is required to be operable to mitigate the accident.
Because the auxiliary feedwater system at Diablo Canyon and everything
necessary for its initiation and operation is seismically qualified,
and because there is a large amount of water available from diverse
water sources, it can be concluded that even with the seismic
environment at Diablo Canyon, the availability of the auxiliary feedwater
system will be no lower than for a plant in a less severe seismic
environment.

Reactor Coolant S stem Pressure Control

The design of the Diablo Canyon plant (and of Westinghouse plants in
general) is such that for a loss of normal feedwater one would not
expect a power operated relief valve or a safety valve to open.
However, for the purposes of this report, it has been assumed that a

TMI-2 sequence is initiated for some unidentified reason. Ef,
following the initiating event, the reactor coolant system pressure
increases significantly the pressurizer's power operated relief valves
(PORV) and/or the safety valves would be required to open. Therefore,
this and other pressure control functions have been evaluated. Those

plant features necessary for this postulated post-accident pressure
control include:

Safety valves (including positive position indication)
Power operated relief valves (including positive position indication)
Pressurizer heatexs
Pressurizer spray
Pressurizer level and pressure instrumentation (to provide for both

protection system actuation and control room indication)
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3.1 PHASE I — LOSS OF FEEDNATER (Cont'd)

Safet Valves and Relief Valves

Pressurizer safety valves and power-operated relief valves at Diablo

Canyon, including power supply and all necessary actuating devices~

are seismically qualified. The power-operated relief valves are

provided with positive position indication which is seismically
qualified. The safety valves will be provided with such indication.
This is in accordance with the recommendations set down in NUREG-0578

which PGandE responded to in its report to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission dated August 27, 1979.

Pressurizer Heaters

Also in accordance with the NUREG-0578 recommendations, redundant

seismically qualified power supplies are being provided to each of the

pressurizer. heater groups necessary for this particular transient.

The heater elements themselves are qualified seismically as is
discussed in Section 6.9 of the Hosgri evaluation report.

Pressurizer S ra

The pressurizer auxiliary spray system is seismically qualified. The

air operated valve in the system has been provided with a seismically
qualified backup motive power supply and a manual bypass valve. This

ensures the operability of the auxiliary spray system following a

seismic event. As a result of the present system-by-system review of

the TMI-2 events, the bypass valve is being provided with a seismically

qualified motor operator.

Pressurizer Level and Pressure Indication

Both the level and pressure instrumentation are seismically qualified
from the transmitters to the control room parameter readouts.

Reactor Coolant Pum s

For a seismically initiated accident at Diablo Canyon, it has been

assumed that the reactor coolant pumps would not be available because of
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3.1 PHASE I — LOSS OF FEEDWATER (Cont'd)

Reactor Coolant Pum s (Cont'd)

the assumption that offsite power would be lost. As discussed in Section 5.1
of the Hosgri evaluation report, the plant is capable of reaching cold shut-
down using natural circulation in the event the pumps cannot be restarted due
to a loss of offsite power.

Mar in to Saturation Indication

Additional instrumentation has been provided as a result of the NUREG-0578

recommendation for explicit indication of margin to saturation in the control
room. This indication is seismically qualified. Additional instrumentation
(i.e., pressure and temperature in the reactor coolant system) is available

which is also seismically qualified and allows the operator to make a deter-
mination of margin to saturation independent of additional instrumentation.

RCS Inventor Control S stem Re uired for Safe Shutdown

The plant water inventory control systems needed following various postulated
events (including a loss of feedwater accident) have been analyzed in the
course of the Hosgri evaluation, and modifications have been made to the plant
in order to maintain hot shutdown and proceed to cold shutdown using only
seismically qualified equipment, even assuming a single active failure.

Main Steam S stem (Cateqory I Portion)

All components of the gain stems systerrp that are required for purposes of
heat removal ('either maintaining hot shutdown or going to cold shutdown) are
Seismic Category I. This includes the steam generators themselves, the
piping to and including the main steam isolation valves and the steam gen-
erator power operated relief valves, their controls and air systems. The

system is designed to take the plant to cold shutdown or maintain hot shut-
down using only Seismic Category I equipment.
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3. 1 PHASE I — LOSS OF FEEDWATER (Cont'd)

Main Steam S stem (non-Cate o I) and Main Feedwater and Condensate S stem

During the course of the TMI-2 accident and the subsequent recovery
period, components of the main steam, feedwater, and condensate
systems were used that were not safety grade systems. While these
systems are also not seismically qualified at Diablo Canyon, in the
course of satisfying the pipe break criteria, the supporting systems
were substantially strengthened over conventional power plant design
and would not be expected to fail even during a Hosgri seismic event.
Certain other steps taken at Diablo Canyon increase the reliability
and probability that these systems would be available and would
function satisfactorily. However, at TMI-2, as well as at Diablo Canyon,
alternate means exist to accomplish accident mitigation and long-term
cooldown. These include the use of atmospheric dump.

Reluctance at TMI-2 to use the atmospheric relief to remove heat from
the primary system was prompted primarily by concern about leakage in
one of the two steam generators. The fact that the Diablo Canyon design
employs four steam generators makes it less probable that steam

generator tube leakage would preclude atmospheric relief.

As noted earlier, components of the Diablo Canyon feedwater and

condensate systems, while not Seismic Category I, are housed in a

building that meets Seismic Category I requirements. Consequently,
their failure due to a seismically induced structural failure of the
building is highly unlikely. In addition to the protection afforded
by their structure, these components and systems have been reviewed
against seismic considerations and employ features beyond those normally
found in a non-Category I system. These features, including seismic
supports to hold down the equipment, were considered necessary at
Diablo Canyon to preclude damage to the structure from equipment that
might break loose during a seismic event. This additional care utilized
in seismic support and restraints for non-Category I equipment appreciably
reduces the probability of damage during a seismic event.
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3.1 PHASE I — LOSS OF FEEDWATER (Cont'd)

Control Room

The control room at Diablo Canyon is located in a Category I structure.
I

Explicit provisions have been made in a number of areas for its
continued use following a seismic event. This includes the ventilation
and air conditioning systems. These systems are themselves Category I
as are their power supplies, and the control boards and panels. The

non-seismically designed accessories in the control room — such as

lighting — are designed to preclude damage to safety related equipment or
interfere with the operators during a seismic event. This also includes
work that was done and studies that were conducted relative to the
human factors involved in operating the control room following a

seismic event. As a result of the studies, some modifications were
made to methods of operation and some hardware changes were made in
the control room to make certain that the operator wouldn't adversely
be affected by furniture, bookshelves, etc., and that he was provided
with the capability to support himself during the earthquake in a manner

that would minimize the possibility of inadvert actuation of panel
mounted controls. Although no operator actions would be required during
this first phase of the accident, the operator supports have been designed
to facilitate operator action during a seismic event.
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Before the reactor coolant system (RCS) temperature has decreased to 200'F,

the pressurizer is filled solid and pressure is controlled with the low-

pressure letdown valve. When the RCS temperature reaches 160'F, the last
reactor coolant pump is tripped.

Finally, auxiliary spray is suppl.i ed from the charging system to cool the

water volume in the pressurizer to the cold shutdown conditions of the
balance of the reactor coolant system. The low-pr essure letdown valve is
used to depressurize the plant to atmospheric.

If as a result of the earthquake, offsite power is not available, the

procedure is as above, except that essential equipment is energized by the

standby diesel generators, the reactor coolant pumps are not used, auxiliary
pressurizer spray is used, and steam dump is to atmosphere instead of to
the condenser. The steam turbine driven auxiliary feed pump may be used.

If in addition normal shutdown systems are not available, other equipment

and procedures which have been evaluated for the Hosgri earthquake are

available both to maintain the plant in a safe hot standby condition and to
take it to cold shutdown conditions. A description of shutdown using the
minimum of equipment follows:

60

After the reactor is tripped, the operator maintains hot standby conditions
by supplying water to the steam generators. The motor-driven auxiliary
feedwater pumps are desirable but the turbine driven pump is sufficient.
Steam dump from the steam generators is through the steam generator 10%

atmospheric relief valves. The primary source of auxiliary feedwater is
~ the condensate storage tank. At its minimum allowable level it provides

170,000 gallons of auxiliary feedwater. Under severely conservative
assumptions (including 102% reactor power and 10% below low-low water level
in all four steam generators) this quantity will allow one hour at hot
standby and a normal four hour cooldown period. If it is reasonably assumed

not to be necessary to raise the steam generator water level, this same

quantity of water will allow four or five hours at hot standby and a normal

four hour cooldown. The normal level in the condensate storage tank would
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allow approximately twelve hours of hot standby operation under the most

conservative assumptions. The water in the fire water storage tank would

allow additional hot standby operation for about twenty-eight hours (for
one unit) and the water in the raw water storage reservoir would allow hot
standby operation for about eight days (for one unit).

7Q

To borate the reactor coolant system to compensate for xenon decay or prior
to initiating cooldown, the operators use the normal boration path but may

bypass the blendor. An alternate boration path from the centrifugal
charging pumps to the reactor coolant system by the reactor coolant pump

seal injection flow path also is available.

To accomplish the initial stage of cooldown the operators use the steam

generator 10K atmospheric relief valves to regulate the cooldown rate.
Natural circulation flow in the RCS provides the heat transfer from the
core to the steam gener ators.

To make up for reactor coolant system volume contraction during cooldown,

the operators align the centrifugal charging pumps to take suction from the
refueling water storage tank and to discharge to the RCS through the normal

charging path. Depressurization of the RCS is accomplished by using
pressurizer auxiliary spray.

Mhen the RCS pressure and temperature are decreased to approximately
400 psig and 350'F respectively, the operators initiate RHR system operation
to continue the cooldown to 200'F. The RHR system heat sink is through the
component cooling water system and the auxiliary salt water system to the
Pacific Ocean.

Evaluation of the required fluid systems and mechanical equipment for Hosgri
are described in Chapters 6, 7, 8. Their functions are summarized in
Figure 5-1.
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2. The primary source of auxiliary feedwater is from the condensate

storage tank. For longer periods at hot standby, 2,000,000 gallons
in the raw water reservoir may be used as auxiliary feedwater.
This quantity of water will permit one unit to remain at hot
standby for 200 hours or both units for 100 hours, following full
power operation. In addition, 300,000 gallons in the fire water
tank may be used. This will permit about 28 hours hot standby for
one unit or 13 hours for both units. Finally, temporary connections

C

allow sea water from the auxiliary salt water piping at the compo-

nent cooling water heat exchangers to be pumped through hoses by a

portable pump and used as auxiliary feedwater makeup. Any hoses

intended to be used in any temporary auxiliary feedwater connections
will be given the same regular inspection and maintenance as are
plant fire hoses, which will meet the requirements of the National
Fire Protection Codes.

3. The first active components in the auxiliary feedwater flow path
from the condensate storage tank to the steam generators are the
auxiliary feedwater pumps. One turbine driven pump and two motor
driven pumps are provided, any one of which can provide sufficient
auxiliary feedwater flow. The two motor driven pumps are powered
from different emergency power trains, and the turbine driven pump

- can receive motive steam from either of two steam generators. This
system can withstand the single failure of any one pump, valve, or
power supply and still supply water to all four steam generators.

The turbine driven pump is normally aligned to provide flow to all
four steam generators via four normally open motor operated valves
(LCY-106, 107, 108, 109). If any one of these valves spuriously
failed closed, flow could still be provided from the turbine driven
auxiliary feedwater pump to the remaining three steam generators.
Each motor driven pump is normally aligned to provide flow to two of
the four steam generators through normally closed electro-hydraulic
valves (LCV-110, 111 and LCV-113, 115) which are powered from
emergency power trains. Normally closed manual cross-connect
valves (in line K16/4292/4) can be opened to allow either'otor
driven pump to feed all four steam generators.
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PHASE II - SMALL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (LOCA)

Phase II of the TMI accident marked the departure from a normal loss of
feedwater accident and the progression to a small loss of coolant accident.
This Phase begins at the approximate time when the pressurizer power operated

relief valve should have reset (about one minute after the start of the

accident) and ends approximately two hours and twenty-one minutes into the

accident when fuel damage was first observed. Many of the same systems

described in Phase I were utilized in Phase II. Therefore, in addition to
discussing the new systems utilized, consideration will also be given to any

new aspects of systems discussed in Phase

I'eactor

Coolant S stem/Pressurizer Relief Tank

During Phase II of the accident, the power operated pressurizer relief valve
discharged into the quench tank (at Diablo Canyon the Pressurizer Relief Tank).

In the event of a seismic occurrence, this non-Category I tank may not be

available at Diablo Canyon. With or without a seismic event, the sustained

blowdown of the PORV would burst the relief diaphragm in the Pressurizer
Relief Tank and, therefore, it is not clear that there is any benefit of
having a Seismic Category I Pressurizer Relief Tank.

Containment S stem

In the event of the small break LOCA, there are several systems provided to
contain the discharge from the reactor coolant system and also to monitor any

resultant radiation. Among these, the containment pressure and the contain-
ment hydrogen concentration indicators are currently Seismic Category I or will
be purchased and installed to Seismic Category I requirements. The containment

spray system, the hydrogen recombiners and the containment isolation pro-
visions are all Seismic Category I. The containment temperature indication

I

and radiation monitoring equipment are not Seismic Category I.

Containment Fan Coolers

An additional containment system available to mitigate the consequences of
a small LOCA is the reactor building fan cooling system. The system is
designed to provide containment atmospheric cooling and is Seismic Category I.
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3. 2 PHASE II — SMALL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (LOCA) (Cont'd)

Uncontrolled Release Paths

Two other features that figured prominently in the TMI accident were the
reactor building sump pump control system and the waste gas vent header.
The major release path at Three Mile Island was ultimately via the waste
gas vent header. At Diablo Canyon, this header is provided with Seismic
Category I isolation valves so that in the event of emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) actuation, the line would be isolated and leakage from the
header would remain inside the containment.

With respect to the waste gas vent header during this phase of the
accident (prior to the time when significant fuel damage has occurred) the
important consideration is whether pressurization of the header due to
pressurizer relief tank pressurization could create leak paths that would
be of concern during later phases of the accident (i.e., when there would
be significant activity in the waste gas vent header). For the reactor
building sump pumps, while they did provide a leak path, the amount of
the activity released prior to the time of significant fuel damage through
this pathway was not a significant contributor to the accident's severity.
Consequently, the major concern is whether these systems isolate on a

containment isolation signal and whether that containment isolation signal
would be generated prior to fuel damage. At Diablo Canyon, the containment
is isolated upon ECCS actuation, thereby eliminating these release paths.

Radiation Monitorin

The existing radiation monitoring system at Diablo Canyon has no seismic
qualifications. The new instruments being added for post-accident
monitoring will be seismically qualified for the Hosgri event.

Reactor Coolant S stem Pressure Control

Phase I requirements of the pressurizer pressure control systems generally
remain unchanged in Phase Il. The only additional items required during
Phase II were the block valves associated with the pressure relief valves
(PORV). At Diablo Canyon, these block valves and their motor operators are
seismically qualified and are powered from the plant vital power system.
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3.2 PHASE II — SMALL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (LOCA) (Cont'd)

In-core Thermocou les

During the TMI-2 accident, the in-core thermocouples provided a valuable
indication of the lack of core cooling and the potential for fuel
damage. Neither at TMI-2 nor at Diablo Canyon,,do the in-core thermocouples
have explicit seismic qualification. However, the devices used would not
necessarily fail in the event of a seismic event. The thermocouple design
is simple, and is similar to designs used elsewhere in systems that
have received seismic qualification. At Diablo Canyon, there are a

total of 65 in-core thermocouples in each unit. Therefore, one would
expect that following a seismic event at Diablo Canyon, a sufficient
number of these in-core thermocouples would remain functional for use in
determining in-core conditions. These thermocouples are housed in
a seismically qualified reactor vessel that precludes damage from vessel
or containment structural failure that would affect their function. In
addition, the forces due to hydraulic induced vibrations, to which these
thermocouples are subjected during normal operation, are probably
comparable to seismic inputs.

Control Room

In addition to the control room habitability considerations discussed
previously, the provision of sufficient information to enable the
operator to follow the course of the accident and take the necessary
actions to mitigate the accident is extremely important during this and
all subsequent phases of the accident. Although at other plants, a

great deal of information is conveniently available only through the
use of the non-Category I plant computer, a sufficient subset of the
information necessary for accident mitigation is available in the
control room at Diablo Canyon and is provided by indicators and
recorders that are seismically qualified.

Long-term recommendations that are expected to come from various groupsi
including the NRC, may well identify requirements for more extensive
historical or diagnostic information beyond what is currently available
at Diablo Canyon and at other plants. However, until such recommendations
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3.2 PHASE II — SMALL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (LOCA) (Cont'd)

Control Room (Cont'd}

are made on an industry-wide basis, the Category I information available
to the operator at Diablo Canyon is deemed sufficient to enable the

operator to follow the course of the accident, take necessary actions
to mitigate the accident's consequences, and place the plant in a safe

shutdown condition.

Other Phase II S stems

The remaining systems utilized during Phase II were also described under

Phase I. There are no additional sets of those systems that were

utilized during Phase II. Therefore, there are no additional seismic

implications of the accident relative to these systems.
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3.3 PHASE IZI — FUEL DAMAGE

During the next phase of the TMI accident, the fuel underwent siqnificant
damage. This phase began approximately two hours, 21 minutes into the

accident and lasted until approximately 16 hours. Several of the systems

used during Phase IIZ were used much the same way as in the two previous
phases and need not be discussed further here. These include the pressurizer
relief tank, containment, auxiliary feedwater system, reactor coolant system,

main steam system, reactivity control systems, and condensate and feedwater

systems.

Area Radiation Monitorin

Among the additional systems used during Phase IZI was the area radiation
monitoring system used to detect and measure levels of radiation resulting
from the failure of the cladding and the breach of the RCS pressure boundary.

The areas where monitoring was necessary included the containment, the
auxiliary building, the control room, the fuel handling building, and the
offsite environment. Much of the area radiation monitoring equipment was

not originally purchased to Seismic Category I requirements. Monitors
used to isolate the control room from potential sources of radiation following
an accident are Seismic Category Z.

Sam lin S stems

During the course of the TMI-2 accident and especially following the
occurrence of significant fuel damage, a number of the sampling systems

were important in assessing the severity of the accident and providing
guidance to the plant operators for the post-accident recovery. In
accordance with the recommendations contained in the NUREG-0578 on short-
term lessons learned, PGGE in its August 27, 1979 report to the NRC, has

committed to follow the short-term recommendations by reviewing the design
of important sampling systems to assure that in the event of an accident
like TMZ-2, these sampling systems would be available and samples obtain-
able, if necessary, without unexceptable dose consequences to plant personnel.
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3. 3 PHASE III — FUEL DAMAGE (Cont')

As part oi that review, PGandE is reviewing the seismic design of those

sampling systems to assure that those sample lines necessary to perform

an important function following an accident like TMI-2 would continue

to be available following a seismic event. This review may well lead

to some modifications being made to bring those important sampling

systems up to Category I standards.

Much of the laboratory equipment necessary to perform sample analyses

has not been procured to seismic criteria because Seismic Category I
equipment is not generally commercially available. Also, in many

cases, this equipment. is portable. In the event that the laboratory
equipment needed for this kind of analysis has been damaged by a

seismic event, other equipment is available in other PGandE facilities.
The nature of the equipment is such that it can be brought to the
plant site in a time frame that does not compromise the ability to
perform sample analyses.

Process Radiation Monitorinq Equipment

Following the advent of serious fuel damage at TMI-2, process radioactivity
monitoring equipment in a number of systems bounding the reactor coolant
system was important to ascertain whether leakage was occurring in any

of these systems and/or whether they were themselves becoming radioactive.
At Diablo Canyon, as at other plants, this process activity monitoring
instrumentation has not been procured in accordance with any seismic
criteria. However, radioactivity monitoring in these systems is not
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3.3 PHASE III - FUEL DAMAGE (Cont'd)

Process Radiation Nonitorin Equi ment (Cont'd)

important until some time after an accident has occurred. Alternate
methods are available if leakage has taken place in a secondary

system. For example, samples can be taken and analyzed in the
laboratory. The capability to take samples of this nature is being
reviewed in accordance with PGandE's response to the NUREG-0578 recommendations

regarding sampling systems.

Control Room

In addition to the information necessary for safe shutdown, the

emergency plan requires actions to be taken based on the information
available to the operator. This necessary information would be

available following a seismic event.

Communications E ui ment

Critical to the Phase III effort was the activation of the emergency

plan and intraplant communications following the activation of the

emergency plan. Within Diablo Canyon, several communication systems

exist. Although they have not been rigidly qualified to Seismic

Category I requirements, they have high reliability and are expected

to incur at most isolated random failures due to the seismic event.
Relative to communications with offsite emergency coordin-
ating organizations, the communication problems expected to
be encountered will be no different than those which would be

encountered at sites with low seismicity but with higher risk of
meteorological damage due to hurricanes, tornados, and other events

that are of relatively low probability at Diablo Canyon.

Residual Heat Removal S stem

One additional system
accident at TVI~2 was

required in the long-term following
the residual heat removal system. At TMI-2, for a

neer Qf persons, it was decided not to employ 'this system.
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3. 3 PHASE ZZI — FUEL DAMAGE (Cont')

Residual Heat Removal S stem (Cont'd)

However, at Diablo Canyon, all equipment necessary for residual
heat removal is Seismic Category Z. Zn addition,
as discussed previously, the systems and components needed to bring
the plant to a cold shutdown condition have been seismically qualified
to assure that a cold shutdown condition can be achieved using only
seismically qualified equipment and components. This is unique
among all other plants in the operating and near-term operating license
category. Because of the very rigorous program conducted tc assure
seismic qualification of the systems, the probability of these systems
becoming damaged or unavailable because of the seismic event at
Diablo Canyon should be essentially the same as at another site with
lower seismicity. In other words, as reiterated throughout this report,
the steps taken to assure adequate seismic design at Diablo Canyon
significantly adds to the assurance that all systems, including the RHR

system, needed for a TKI-2 type of accident are capable of withstanding the
Hosgri seismic event.

The capability to provide decay heat removal in the long-term requires
that a number of systems be available. At Diablo Canyon, this includes
the residual heat removal system, the component cooling water system, the
auxiliary saltwater system, and the ultimate heat sink--the Pacific Ocean.
Also required is the electrical power to operate the components
associated with these systems. In all cases, these systems are powered
from the emergency on-site power system. These systems'afety functions
can be performed without reliance on off-site power.

All devices associated with these systems are either powered from the
emergency power system or have seismically qualified backup air
systems to assure that they function properly.
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3.4 PHASE IV — LONG TERM RECOVERY

Several systems which have been used in one or more of the previous

three phases are utilized during the long-term recovery mode, Phase IV.
These include the pressurizer relief tank, containment, area radiation
monitoring, sampling systems, process monitoring equipment, auxiliary
feedwater system, various parts of the reactor coolant system — including
ECCS, main steam system, control room, reactivity control systems, and

the feedwater and condensate systems.

Offsite Power

Some of the systems, components, and structures used at TMI-2 during
Phase IV and each. of the other phases of the accident were powered from
the non-Seismic Category I offsite power system. Although previous sections
of this report have discussed the Category I, Class lE powered equipment
available at Diablo Canyon to acceptably perform required functions, this
section of the report addresses the concern that a seismic event could
significantly contribute to i) the likelihood of a TMI-2 type accident
at Diablo Canyon while ii) causing damage to the local transmission
equipment to the extent that offsite power would not be available for a

considerable time following the accident.

The continued availability of offsite power depenas upon tne seismic

resistance of system transmission lines, generating plant switchyards, and

system substations to seismic activity that could conceivably cause a

concurrent Diablo Canyon outage.

The attached FSAR Figure 8.2-2 shows the location of the substations and power

plants available to supply power to Diablo Canyon following a forced outage-

PGandE has decades of experience in the design and installation of electrical
generation, transmission, and distribution equipment for use in high seismic

areas. As discussed below, this will help assure that in the event of a

severe earthquake, the coincident loss of power to the non-Class lE station
auxiliaries is highly unlikely. This is due to the high seismic resistance
of the Diablo Canyon and Morro Bay generating stations, the Mesa, Gates and

Midway substations, the 500 and 230kV lines connectinq them, and the exten-

sive physical separation between the facilities listed above.
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3-4 PHASE IV — LONG TERM RECOVERY (Cont')

Diablo Can on Forced Outa e Potential

The TMI-2 accident resulted from equipment malfunctions, design

deficiencies and operator errors following a plant upset. The Diablo

Canyon plant is designed to remain operational following earthquakes in

the site vicinity resulting in site ground acceleration levels up to .2g.

The potential for earthquakes of this magnitude causing a forced outage

is no greater at Diablo Canyon than for forced plant outages at nuclear

p ant sites in tornado and/or hurricane-prone areas, especially since1

Diablo Canyon is designed to remain operational following the most

common cause of forced outages during extreme natural phenomenon,

i.e., the loss of net electrical load following distribution system damage.

As discussed in a May 1979 paper "Seismic Capability of
Nuclear Piping" by Robert L. Cloud, which has been submitted to the ACRS

by the Stone 6 Webster Engineering Corporation on another matter,
earthquakes above the levels discussed above would most »kely
only minor plant switchyard damage.

In the unlikely event that an earthquake does create extensive switchyard
damage at Diablo Canyon, mobile transformers would be the only remotely
located equipment needed to power the station auxiliaries from the 230kV

transmission system (switching could be performed at the remote substations) .

These trailer-mounted transformers could be quickly dispatched to the site
to power the unit auxiliaries within eighteen hours after the accident.

Morro Ba Forced Outage Potential

The seismic resistance of non-nuclear thermal power plants is extremely

high. Observations of the effects of earthquakes on thermal generating
stations, included in the above referenced paper, indicate that many have

operated through or been only briefly shut down following ground

accelerations of up to .25g.
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3.4 PHASE IV — LONG TERM RECOVERY (Cont'd)

Switch ard/Substation Dama e Potential

Switchyard damage, specifically breakage of porcelain bushings and dislocation
of improperly anchoraged components, is the primary cause of seismically in-
duced forced outages. PGandE has incorporated many of the lessons learned

from observed earthquake switchyard damage (particularly from the 1971 San

Fernando earthquake} to improving the reliability of its switchyards and

substations. For example, it was observed that track-mounted transformers
which had been welded to the track were not dislodged and that large
porcelain bushings could be made earthquake resistant by modi.fying their
restraints to allow free movement. As a result of these lessons learned,
which have been incorporated throughout the system, the resistance of the

switchyard and substation components to seismic events is such that
effective ground acceleration levels of at least .2g could be withstood
with, at most, minor random damage which could be repaired or bypassed

to provide power to the site within eight hours.

Transmission Tower Dama e Potential

The design of transmission towers includes an inherently high resistance to
seismic inputs. This is because their high wind loadings are usually design

limiting. For example, transmission towers in the PGGE service area are

designed for 58 mph wind loading; the design developed for this loading can

withstand an effective ground acceleration level of up to .9g.

In addition, extensive preconstruction field reconnaissance activities are

performed to assure the adequate foundation stability of individual towers.
These activities include tower site screenings performed by Company field
engineers experienced in recognizing potentially unstable sites, and follow-
up examinations of questionable sites by engineering geologists. This work

has resulted in the shifting, reorientation or otherwise adjusting of field
staked tower leg locations, and/or the spanning or skirting of potential
landslide, erosion-prone, or otherwise potentially unstable areas.
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3.4 PHASE IV» LONG TERM RECOVERY (Cont'd)

Combined Seismic Dama e Potential

As indicated in FSAR Figure 0.2-2> there are potential sources of backup

power far removed from the Diablo Canyon site. It is, therefore, unlikely
that any earthquake could result in a loss of such power to the Diablo

Canyon station auxiliaries. Any interruption which did take place would

not be expected to last beyond the time necessary for switchyard repair.
However, in the extremely unlikely event of major switchyard damage at
Diablo Canyon, power restoration would depend on the deployment of mobile
substations. It is expected that this could be accomplished within
eighteen hours. As discussed in previous sections of this report„ onsite

Category I equipment is available to mitigate any postulated event during
this time.
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